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21. Storm on the Mountain 
 

The late spring storm was much worse than anyone had anticipated and I had brought no 

source of heat for Bella. Inside the down sleeping bag still wearing her clothes, coat, and 

boots, she began suffering hypothermia as the temperature dropped and the wind howled 

around us. Bella was far too cold to sleep. Her fingers and toes had gone numb and she 

could barely speak, her teeth were chattering so violently. 

Amidst all that, Bella was worried most about the scent trail she had laid down so 

meticulously in the forest. 

“W–w–w–will the s–s–s–s–now r–r–ruin m–m–my t–t–t–t–trail?” she asked. 

Despite the cold stutter, I understood her words. 

“No, your scent is more robust than that. The newborns won’t have any trouble 

finding it.” 

I was beside myself with worry. I had tried repeatedly to convince her to let me 

carry her off the mountain. I could cover the nine miles at full speed and get her somewhere 

warm in no time. Bella refused. She was so cold already that she couldn’t bear the thought 

of being out in the wind. She was also worried that we wouldn’t have time to get ourselves 

back up the mountain before the newborns arrived in the morning. 

“W–w–w–w–w–what t–t–t–t–time is it?” Bella chattered. 

“Two.” 

I sat as far from Bella as I could in the small four–man tent. If only I were warm–

blooded, my exhalations would help her, but I wasn’t and my presence only made the space 

colder. I stopped breathing except to speak. 

“Maybe…” I began, thinking of another argument for leaving the mountainside. 

“No, I’m f–f–f–f–f–fine, r–r–r–really. I don’t w–w–w–want to g–go outside.” Bella 

didn’t want to disrupt our plan—as if that would matter when she died in the snowstorm! 

Every time her teeth knocked together, I cursed myself that I hadn’t thought to 

bring a propane heater, or even to research the location of hotsprings in the area. They were 

scattered all over the Olympic Mountains, many of which were still active volcanoes. Hot 

lava beneath the surface of the earth heated underground pools of water which found their 

way to the surface, forming natural hot tubs. Temperatures varied anywhere from 90 to 110 

degrees. Bella could have been soaking away the chill. 

“What can I do?” I entreated her. 

She shook her head—nothing.  

Outside the tent, Jacob, in his wolf form, whined and howled. She’ll freeze! Be a 

block of ice like you! You have to do something! 

“G–g–g–get out of h–h–h–ere,” Bella stuttered, alarmed at his cries. 

“He’s just worried about you,” I explained. “He’s fine. His body is equipped to deal 

with this.” 

“H–h–h–h–h–h,” Bella huffed, but no perceptible words emerged. 

Bella thought Jacob was suffering in the storm, but that wasn’t the problem. 
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Through the walls of the tent, he was badgering me to take Bella off the mountain.  

“What do you want me to do?” I finally snapped at him. “Carry her through that? I 

don’t see you making yourself useful. Why don’t you go fetch a space heater or 

something?” 

I am a space heater, he retorted silently. 

“I’m ok–k–k–k–k–k–kay,” Bella insisted.  

I groaned and Jacob growled. Bella would keep saying that until her tongue froze to 

the roof of her mouth. A sudden gust of wind tried to rip the tent from the mountain. 

Suddenly, Jacob’s ear–piercing howl cut through the air. Bella covered her ears in 

pain. I wanted to growl. 

Send Seth. I’m going human to warm up Bella in the tent, Jacob informed Sam. 

“That was hardly necessary,” I complained, referring to the noise. Sam could hear 

his thoughts just fine. “And that’s the worst idea I’ve ever heard,” I called to him. 

“Better than anything you’ve come up with,” Jacob replied in his human voice. He 

had phased already. “Go fetch a space heater,” he mimicked. “I’m not a St. Bernard.” 

Close enough, I thought, though a St. Bernard would be more pleasant. 

In truth, using Jacob’s body heat was an obvious solution to our problem—and it 

was quickly becoming our only option. But the thought of him snuggling with Bella in my 

place was deeply disturbing, especially since his thoughts about her the night before had 

been so transparent and offensive. 

A man can’t help what he thinks, I heard my father say in my head. In this case, I 

might have disagreed with him. Jacob had better, anyway, or he was unlikely to make it 

through the night in one piece. 

Jacob unzipped the tent door partway and squeezed his gigantic body through the 

gap, re–zipping quickly as snow blew in behind him. He held a parka in his hand. 

“I don’t like this,” I snarled. “Just give her the coat and get out.” I definitely didn’t 

like the direction Jacob’s thoughts had taken. He was anticipating squeezing into the 

sleeping bag with Bella in his usual state of undress.  

My objection wasn’t entirely self–serving. It had been only a short time since Jacob 

had kissed Bella against her will. I didn’t want her to worry that he would try something 

like that—or worse—again. I didn’t like his idea in principle, either. Bella was now my 

fiancée, soon to be my wife, after all.  

Then something even more disturbing occurred to me. What if she liked it? He was 

warm and soft like her, with a beating heart and heated breath. And teenage hormones too! 

Surely, all that was more appealing than cold, hard me.  

“The parka’s for tomorrow,” Jacob said, dropping it on the floor. “She’s too cold to 

warm it up by herself. It’s frozen. You said she needed a space heater, and here I am.” 

Jacob held his arms out. His wingspan was wider than the tent.  

With Jacob inside, space was tight. I pulled my legs to my chest in the farthest 

corner to avoid contact with his gargantuan body. I didn’t dare touch Bella because my 

body temperature was exactly that of the air around us—seventeen degrees Fahrenheit. 

What I wouldn’t have given to be warm–blooded! I shook with anger and frustration as 

Jacob crawled toward Bella’s shivering form, but there was nothing I could do. She needed 

his body heat. 

Bella looked at Jacob’s near–naked body in surprise. “J–J–J–J–Jake, you’ll f–f–f–

freez–z–z–ze.” 
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“Not me,” he replied in what felt like a taunt aimed at me. “I run at a toasty one–oh–

eight point nine these days. I’ll have you sweating in no time.”  

That final remark was meant to provoke me and it did. I snarled as he unzipped the 

sleeping bag and prepared to climb in next to my Bella. I grabbed his bare shoulder as a 

warning. His body stiffened and I sensed his barely controlled werewolf anger rocket to the 

surface. 

“Get your hand off of me,” he snarled with flared nostrils. 

“Keep your hands off of her,” I responded menacingly. 

“D–d–d–don’t f–f–f–f–fight,” Bella begged.  

“I’m sure she’ll thank you for this when her toes turn black and drop off,” Jacob 

sneered. 

I fought to regain some semblance of self–control. If Jacob phased inside the tent, 

Bella would be hurt. Dammit! I fairly screamed inside my head. Why couldn’t I give Bella 

what she needed? Why hadn’t I planned for this? If I’d just brought a heater, Jacob’s 

“services” would not be required! But he was right. Bella could lose fingers or toes 

overnight. I could barely restrain my fury and frustration as I let go of him and moved back 

into my corner. 

“Watch yourself,” I warned. If Jacob made one wrong move, if he so much as 

breathed on Bella inappropriately, I’d have him out of that tent and flying down the 

mountain so fast his head would spin. 

He snickered knowing that I had no choice but to let him sleep with her. It was the 

only way. 

“Scoot over, Bella,” Jacob ordered. 

Bella stared at him in surprise. “N–n–n–n–n,” she tried to object.  

“Don’t be stupid. Don’t you like having ten toes?” 

Jacob unzipped the sleeping bag, shoved in beside Bella, and forced the zipper 

closed behind him. He was delighted by the tight quarters and by the fact that Bella clung to 

his chest in her desperation to be warm. He jerked away when her fingers touched his bare 

ribs. 

“Jeez, you’re freezing, Bella.” 

“S–s–s–s–sorry.” 

“Try to relax,” Jacob coaxed. “You’ll be warm in a minute. Of course, you’d warm 

up faster if you took your clothes off.” 

How dare he? I knew he was taunting me, but it still made me angry. I growled a 

threat. 

“That’s just a simple fact. Survival one–oh–one.” 

“C–c–cut it out, Jake,” Bella said as she continued to shiver. “N–n–n–nobody really 

n–n–n–n–needs all ten t–t–t–toes.” 

“Don’t worry about the bloodsucker. He’s just jealous,” Jacob announced with 

satisfaction.  

I knew that the angrier I got, the better Jacob liked it, so I struggled to make my 

voice calm. “Of course I am,” I replied quietly. “You don’t have the faintest idea how much 

I wish I could do what you’re doing for her, mongrel.” 

“Those are the breaks,” Jacob retorted, before his cockiness gave way abruptly to 

discouragement. He added softly, “At least you know she wishes it was you.” 

“True.” I smiled to myself. If Bella was enjoying this fiasco, she wasn’t letting on. 
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Mostly, she seemed ill–at–ease, but I noticed that her teeth had stopped chattering. I would 

keep myself calm by focusing on that. Bella was warming up and that was a good thing. 

“There,” Jacob soothed. “Feeling better?” 

“Yes,” Bella said without a stutter. 

“Your lips are still blue,” Jacob goaded. “Want me to warm those up for you, too? 

You only have to ask.” 

I heaved a sigh. 

“Behave yourself,” Bella ordered and then went quiet. The blue color in her lips 

had faded to white with pink in the center. Bella kicked her feet, removing her boots, and 

then Jacob jerked again. Bella was torturing him by pressing her frozen toes against his 

bare legs.  

At that moment, Bella was as close to Jacob physically as she had ever been to me, 

pressed against his hot skin. She was, in fact, going to sleep with him, something I would 

never be able to do. Just thinking the words “sleep with him” made me sick with jealousy. 

“Jake?” Bella muttered into the silence. I thought she had dropped off. “Can I ask 

you something? I’m not trying to be a jerk or anything, I’m honestly curious.”  

“Sure,” he chuckled. 

“Why are you so much furrier than your friends? You don’t have to answer if I’m 

being rude.” I didn’t know why Bella was being so polite. Jacob never was. 

“Because my hair is longer,” he said, avoiding the whole truth. 

“Oh. Then why don’t you cut it? Do you like to be shaggy?” Bella asked 

innocently. 

I chuckled at Jacob’s embarrassment. 

“Sorry,” Bella said. “I didn’t mean to pry. You don’t have to tell me.” 

Jacob grunted. “Oh, he’ll tell you anyway, so I might as well…. I was growing my 

hair out because…it seemed like you liked it better long.” 

“Oh. I, er, like it both ways, Jake. You don’t need to be…inconvenienced.” 

“Turns out it was very convenient tonight, so don’t worry about it,” he replied. 

Bella’s heart rate gradually slowed and her breath slowed and evened out. I was 

surprised she could sleep with the howling of the wind and the flapping of the nylon tent 

fabric. 

“That’s right, honey, go to sleep,” Jacob whispered. 

Bella sighed and we all went quiet. 

“Seth is here,” I muttered under my breath some time later. He had just reached the 

ridge and was coming around the side of the little campground. He settled himself under a 

tree out of the falling snow. 

“Perfect. Now you can keep an eye on everything else, while I take care of your 

girlfriend for you.” 

Jacob was asking for it…but I could wait. I still had my yes.  

Bella became conscious enough to groan, “Stop it,” and then she dropped off again. 

Jacob hadn’t, though. He was in a heightened state of arousal with the object of his 

affection lying stretched out against him. His mind slid into a fantasy in which Bella 

nuzzled his chest, then stretched her lips toward his in a rush of desire, stroking his chest 

with her fingers, pressing herself against… 

“Please! Do you mind? I hissed between clenched teeth. 

“What?” Jacob whispered as if he’d forgotten that his head was an open book—or 
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more like a bullhorn, actually. 

“Do you think you could attempt to control your thoughts?” 

“No one said you had to listen. Get out of my head,” he shot back. 

“I wish I could. You have no idea how loud your little fantasies are. It’s like you’re 

shouting them at me.” 

“I’ll try to keep it down,” he replied sarcastically. Now that he’d been reminded I 

could hear his thoughts, he directed a comment my way. 

You can’t make love to her, I bet. It would be too easy for you to kill her, am I right? 

I don’t know why I answered him. Perhaps it was because I had trespassed on a 

private moment in his head and I felt I owed him one, or maybe it was because Bella’s teeth 

had stopped chattering and she had drifted off to sleep, safe. 

“Yes,” I said softly, “I’m jealous of that, too.” Jacob was gleeful at my admission. 

Though he’d turned his back to me, I could feel him smiling. I wasn’t going to divulge the 

promise I had given Bella to “try.” 

“I figured it was like that. Sort of evens the playing field up a little, doesn’t it?” 

Ah, yes. Give him an inch and he’ll take a mile. I had to chuckle at his never–ending 

optimism. “In your dreams,” I replied. 

Then he took another half mile. “You know, she could still change her mind, 

considering all the things I could do with her that you can’t. At least, not without killing 

her, that is.” He Rolodex’d through several offensive images of himself with Bella. 

“Go to sleep, Jacob,” I warned him. “You’re starting to get on my nerves.” 

“I think I will. I’m really very comfortable.” Jacob paused for a few moments and 

then asked silently, Would you answer a personal question? 

“Maybe I would,” I replied softly. I was willing if it would keep Jacob’s mind from 

wandering in the unpleasant direction it had before. 

“But would you be honest?” 

“You can always ask and see.” I rather hoped he would ask whether I had proposed 

to Bella. The thought made me smile. 

“Well, you see inside my head—let me see inside yours tonight, it’s only fair.” 

“Your head is full of questions. Which one do you want me to answer?” 

“The jealousy…it has to be eating at you. You can’t be as sure of yourself as you 

seem. Unless you have no emotions at all.” 

“Of course it is,” I sighed. Admitting that painful truth made it easier to admit the 

next. “Right now it’s so bad that I can barely control my voice. Of course, it’s even worse 

when she’s away from me, with you, and I can’t see her.” That’s why I could tolerate this 

intolerable situation—because Bella was still within my sight and within reach of my arms 

should she need me. 

“Do you think about it all the time? Does it make it hard to concentrate when she’s 

not with you?” In asking his questions, Jacob was telling me more about himself than he 

would learn about me. At moments such as these, I could feel the vast age difference 

between us. Funny, that I could be so old and he so young and yet both of us suffer from the 

same heartache.  

“Yes and no,” I answered him truthfully. “My mind doesn’t work quite the same as 

yours. I can think of many more things at one time. Of course, that means that I’m always 

able to think of you, always able to wonder if that’s where her mind is, when she’s quiet 

and thoughtful.” That’s one of the reasons it was so hard to tolerate not hearing Bella’s 
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thoughts. If she were anyone else, I wouldn’t have to wonder all the time. 

Does that happen a lot…I mean, that she thinks about me when she’s with you? 

“Yes, I would guess that she thinks about you often,” I answered. “More often than 

I like. She worries that you’re unhappy. Not that you don’t know that. Not that you don’t 

use that.” I smiled wryly. Jacob was good at making Bella feel sorry for him…not that I 

considered that a sound technique for winning a woman. 

“I have to use whatever I can. I’m not working with your advantages—advantages 

like her knowing she’s in love with you.” 

“That helps,” I said, thinking of Bella’s yes to me the night before. It was a little 

unfair to Jacob that he didn’t know. He would be furious when he found out and less likely 

to want to keep Bella warm, perhaps. I kept it to myself. 

“She’s in love with me, too, you know,” Jacob asserted. 

I didn’t have a response to that. It was my biggest fear…and Jacob seemed so sure. 

He sighed. “But she doesn’t know it.” 

“I can’t tell you if you’re right,” I admitted. 

“Does that bother you? Do you wish you could see what she’s thinking, too?” 

“Yes…and no, again. She likes it better this way, and, though it sometimes drives 

me insane, I’d rather she was happy.” 

The tent shook violently in the wind. Jacob’s thoughts immediately diverted to 

protecting Bella from the storm. 

“Thank you,” I whispered. “Odd as this might sound, I suppose I’m glad you’re 

here, Jacob.” 

“You mean, ‘as much as I’d love to kill you, I’m glad she’s warm,’ right?” 

I smiled. That was it exactly. It was impossible to dislike someone who loved Bella, 

even if I hated him a little too. 

“It’s an uncomfortable truce, isn’t it?” I remarked. 

“I knew you were just as crazy jealous as I am,” Jacob said, triumphantly. 

“I’m not such a fool as to wear it on my sleeve like you do. It doesn’t help your 

case, you know.” 

“You have more patience than I do.” 

“I should. I’ve had a hundred years to gain it. A hundred years of waiting for her.” 

That should give Jacob some perspective on the relative gravity of our positions. 

“So…at what point did you decide to play the very patient good guy?” 

“When I saw how much it was hurting her to make her choose. It’s not usually this 

difficult to control. I can smother the…less civilized feelings I may have for you fairly 

easily most of the time. Sometimes I think she sees through me, but I can’t be sure.” 

“I think you were just worried that if you really forced her to choose, she might not 

choose you.” 

I thought about that for a moment. There were times when Bella needed Jacob and 

I wouldn’t do, times when she wanted to feel young and carefree. For example, riding her 

motorcycle was something she only wanted to do with Jacob. My tendency to be 

overprotective got in the way. But that was just one side of Bella. Her past might have been 

more Jacob’s than mine, but I thought her future was with me. 

“That was a part of it,” I admitted. “But only a small part. We all have our moments 

of doubt. Mostly I was worried that she’d hurt herself trying to sneak away to see you. 

After I’d accepted that she was more or less safe with you—as safe as Bella ever is— it 
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seemed best to stop driving her to extremes.” 

Jacob sighed. “I’d tell her all of this, but she’d never believe me.” 

“I know.” I was smiling at Jacob’s dilemma. Even if he knew about my personal 

failings and misgivings, it wouldn’t help in his competition for Bella’s affection. She had 

an altogether higher opinion of me than I deserved. Jacob sure didn’t! 

“You think you know everything,” he complained. 

“I don’t know the future,” I said. Until Bella married me, I would not lose this 

uncomfortable shadow of doubt. And if I couldn’t have her, I had no future. That was a 

certainty. 

Jacob finally grew quiet, pondering his own future, both with and without her. 

“What would you do if she changed her mind?” he finally asked. 

“I don’t know that either.” I wondered why he even cared about what I did if he 

won and I lost. I didn’t have to wait for the answer—he didn’t care. 

“Would you try to kill me?” Jacob’s voice sounded like a smirk, implying that I 

might find that a challenge. I wasn’t sure where Jacob had gotten the false impression that 

I couldn’t tear him apart in an instant if I chose to. I would never choose to, though, so I 

guess he wouldn’t find that out. 

“No.” 

“Why not?” Jacob asked, his tone implying that I’d be scared to try. 

“Do you really think I would hurt her that way?” He understood so little about me. 

I would hurt myself a thousand times before I would hurt Bella merely to indulge my 

anger. That would be true forever. And that said something else about the difference 

between him and me. His attitudes were those of a young, testosterone–driven human. 

He sighed, seeming to consider the point. “Yeah, you’re right. I know that’s right. 

But sometimes…” 

“Sometimes it’s an intriguing idea.” I smiled. One never got so old that a good 

bone–rattling, no–holds–barred brawl lost its appeal. Jacob let loose an abrupt laugh and 

then covered his mouth to quiet the sound. In some ways, we were very much alike.  

“Exactly,” he agreed when he had stopped laughing. 

Then suddenly, Jacob turned serious. 

“What is it like? Losing her?” His voice sounded raspy. “When you thought that 

you’d lost her forever? How did you…cope?” 

“That’s very difficult for me to talk about.” 

Jacob was silent, assuming that I would anyway. In for a dime, in for a dollar… 

“There were two different times that I thought that,” I mused, each word a tiny 

prick of pain. “The first time, when I thought I could leave her…that was…almost 

bearable. Because I thought she would forget me and it would be like I hadn’t touched her 

life. For over six months I was able to stay away, to keep my promise that I wouldn’t 

interfere again. It was getting close—I was fighting but I knew I wasn’t going to win; I 

would have come back…just to check on her. That’s what I would have told myself, 

anyway. And if I’d found her reasonably happy…I like to think that I could have gone 

away again. 

“But she wasn’t happy. And I would have stayed. That’s how she convinced me to 

stay with her tomorrow, of course. You were wondering about that before, what could 

possibly motivate me…what she was feeling so needlessly guilty about. She reminded me 

of what it did to her when I left—what it still does to her when I leave. She feels horrible 
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about bringing that up, but she’s right. I’ll never be able to make up for that, but I’ll never 

stop trying anyway.” 

Jacob stopped to think about whether he would be able to leave her and stay away if 

she decided in my favor rather than his. And he wondered how long it would take him to 

get over it. He didn’t think that he ever would. 

“And the other time—when you thought she was dead?” Jacob whispered to keep 

his voice from cracking. Like she will be to me if you make her one of you, he added 

silently. You’re going to, aren’t you? 

I responded to the silent part of his question.  

“Yes. It will probably feel like that to you, won’t it? The way you perceive us, you 

might not be able to see her as Bella anymore. But that’s who she’ll be.” 

“That’s not what I asked.” 

“I can’t tell you how it felt. There aren’t words,” I snapped. 

“But you left because you didn’t want to make her a bloodsucker. You want her to 

be human.” His voice took on a desperate edge. 

 “Jacob, from the second that I realized that I loved her, I knew there were only four 

possibilities. The first alternative, the best one for Bella, would be if she didn’t feel as 

strongly for me—if she got over me and moved on. I would accept that, though it would 

never change the way I felt. You think of me as a…living stone —hard and cold. That’s 

true. We are set the way we are, and it is very rare for us to experience a real change. When 

that happens, as when Bella entered my life, it is a permanent change. There’s no going 

back…. 

“The second alternative, the one I’d originally chosen, was to stay with her 

throughout her human life. It wasn’t a good option for her, to waste her life with someone 

who couldn’t be human with her, but it was the alternative I could most easily face. 

Knowing all along that, when she died, I would find a way to die, too. Sixty years, seventy 

years—it would seem like a very, very short time to me….But then it proved much too 

dangerous for her to live in such close proximity with my world. It seemed like everything 

that could go wrong did. Or hung over us…waiting to go wrong. I was terrified that I 

wouldn’t get those sixty years if I stayed near her while she was human. 

“So I chose option three. Which turned out to be the worst mistake of my very long 

life, as you know. I chose to take myself out of her world, hoping to force her into the first 

alternative. It didn’t work, and it very nearly killed us both. 

“What do I have left but the fourth option? It’s what she wants—at least, she thinks 

she does. I’ve been trying to delay her, to give her time to find a reason to change her mind, 

but she’s very…stubborn. You know that. I’ll be lucky to stretch this out a few more 

months. She has a horror of getting older, and her birthday is in September….” 

“I like option one,” Jacob muttered. 

I had no answer for him. 

“You know exactly how much I hate to accept this,” Jacob finally said grudgingly, 

“but I can see that you do love her…in your way. I can’t argue with that anymore. Given 

that, I don’t think you should give up on the first alternative, not yet. I think there’s a very 

good chance that she would be okay. After time. You know, if she hadn’t jumped off a cliff 

in March…and if you’d waited another six months to check on her… Well, you might have 

found her reasonably happy. I had a game plan.” 

I chuckled. Jacob’s plan, which he’d already begun to execute when Bella jumped 
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from the cliff, had been a month–by–month escalation of their relationship. First, he’d play 

the buddy role while he got rid of Mike Newton, whom he thought Bella also liked. Then 

he would take her hand, hug her and put his arm around her every chance he got until she 

was comfortable with that. Then, he would wait for the right moment when Bella was 

feeling vulnerable to entice her into that first kiss. All the while, he would suck up to 

Charlie and integrate himself into her family and she into his, and include her in tribal 

functions, all of which would make it easy for Bella to slide right into a long–term 

relationship with him, almost without noticing. It reminded me of how the Venus flytrap 

acquired its dinner. 

I chuckled again as I spoke. “Maybe it would have worked. It was a well thought–

out plan.” As was the one he was executing now.  

“Yeah.” Jacob sighed. “But…” you screwed it all up by coming back, he finished 

silently. Then he showed his hand.  

“Give me a year, bl — Edward. I really think I could make her happy. She’s 

stubborn, no one knows that better than I do, but she’s capable of healing. She would have 

healed before. And she could be human, with Charlie and Renee, and she could grow up, 

and have kids and…be Bella. You love her enough that you have to see the advantages of 

that plan. She thinks you’re very unselfish…are you really? Can you consider the idea that 

I might be better for her than you are?” 

“I have considered it,” I told him honestly. “In some ways, you would be better 

suited for her than another human. Bella takes some looking after, and you’re strong 

enough that you could protect her from herself, and from everything that conspires against 

her. You have done that already, and I’ll owe you for that for as long as I live—forever— 

whichever comes first….  

“I even asked Alice if she could see that—see if Bella would be better off with you. 

She couldn’t, of course. She can’t see you, and then Bella’s sure of her course, for now. But 

I’m not stupid enough to make the same mistake I made before, Jacob. I won’t try to force 

her into that first option again. As long as she wants me, I’m here.”  

“And if she were to decide that she wanted me?” Jacob demanded arrogantly before 

his tone changed to one of concession. “Okay, it’s a long shot, I’ll give you that.” 

As of last night, I thought his shot had become a full–court “Hail Mary,” but that 

didn’t mean I wouldn’t take the possibility of his sinking it seriously. My answer sounded 

much easier than it ever would be. 

“I would let her go.” 

“Just like that?” 

“In the sense that I’d never show her how hard it was for me, yes. But I would keep 

watch. You see, Jacob, you might leave her someday. Like Sam and Emily, you wouldn’t 

have a choice. I would always be waiting in the wings, hoping for that to happen.” 

Jacob grunted at the unlikelihood that he would ever love someone else.  

“Well, you’ve been much more honest than I had any right to expect…Edward. 

Thanks for letting me in your head.” 

“As I said, I’m feeling oddly grateful for your presence in her life tonight. It was the 

least I could do…. You know, Jacob, if it weren’t for the fact that we’re natural enemies 

and that you’re also trying to steal away the reason for my existence, I might actually like 

you.”  

It was easier to imagine liking Jacob now that Bella had accepted my proposal of 
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marriage. I didn’t mind Jacob being in Bella’s life; in fact, I was grateful for his friendship 

with her, as long as he kept things within those boundaries, and stopped trying to be her 

lover and my rival. I was anxious for the subterfuge to end. He should know of our 

commitment. 

“Maybe…if you weren’t a disgusting vampire who was planning to suck out the 

life of the girl I love…well, no, not even then.”  

I chuckled. Jacob was nothing if not honest (at least when he wasn’t working on his 

game plan). Then I remembered something disturbing Bella had talked about in her dreams 

again. 

“Can I ask you something?” I inquired. 

“Why would you have to ask?” 

“I can only hear if you think of it. It’s just a story that Bella seemed reluctant to tell 

me about the other day. Something about a third wife…?” 

“What about it?” 

…the entire tribe was lost, the last wolf would die, the third wife thrust a knife into 

her stomach to distract the vampire and the wolves tore it apart…” 

Suddenly, I understood and hissed at the thought. 

“What?” 

“Of course,” I fumed. “Of course! I rather wish your elders had kept that story to 

themselves, Jacob.” 

“You don’t like the leeches being painted as the bad guys? You know, they are. 

Then and now.” 

“I really couldn’t care less about that part. Can’t you guess which character Bella 

would identify with?” 

Jacob thought for a minute. “Oh. Ugh. The third wife. Okay, I see your point.” 

“She wants to be there in the clearing. To do what little she can, as she puts it.” I 

sighed. “That was the secondary reason for my staying with her tomorrow. She’s quite 

inventive when she wants something.” 

“You know, your military brother gave her the idea just as much as the story did.” 

He was right. “Neither side meant any harm,” I whispered. 

We thought our separate thoughts until Jacob asked, “And when does this little 

truce end? First light? Or do we wait until after the fight?” 

We both took a moment to consider that. We wouldn’t be fighting together, so there 

was no need to be friendly tomorrow. 

“First light,” we whispered simultaneously, and then chuckled together. 

“Sleep well, Jacob. Enjoy the moment,” I said, feeling generous in victory. He 

would be happy this one last night. I intended to break the news to him in the morning, 

whether Bella liked it or not. It was unfair to deceive him when he had such a high stake in 

Bella’s decision. 

The storm had begun to let up and blew less fiercely that it had earlier. The 

temperature seemed slightly warmer as well. In the quiet, I heard Jacob’s mind as he 

relaxed and became drowsy.  

Mmm, I’m so horny, I don’t know if I can sleep. I’m not even sure I want to, he 

thought as he sniffed Bella’s hair and stroked her lower back. 

“Argh!” I growled. “I didn’t mean that quite so literally.” 

“Sorry,” Jacob whispered. “You could leave, you know—give us a little privacy.” 
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Again, with the taunting. 

“Would you like me to help you sleep, Jacob?” I offered. It would be satisfying to 

knock him out with a gentle blow to the head. 

“You could try,” he retorted. “It would be interesting to see who walked away, 

wouldn’t it?” What a cocky little S.O.B. Jacob was. He would never give it a rest. 

“Don’t tempt me too far, wolf,” I responded. “My patience isn’t that perfect.” 

Jacob backed down with a laugh. “I’d rather not move just now, if you don’t mind.” 

Ah, let him have his fun, I thought magnanimously. Morning would come soon 

enough.  

I began to hum Bella’s lullaby to remind myself of what she and I had between us 

and what lay ahead. As Jacob’s thoughts once again drifted in an unsavory direction, I 

hummed louder. Ignoring him for a few hours would be my final gift to him before he had 

good reason to hate me forever. 

 


